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Be realistic if you are looking for a terrier these are ‘working type’ terriers. We save terriers
lives many of them have bitten and many of our terriers need terrier owners who can get the
measure of them to ensure they are not triggered into biting again. Our terriers can sit there
for years as it is extremely damaging for both our terrier and the receiving family if they are
over estimated and returned within a week because our cautionary approach and measures
are not followed.
Roco 5 years old. Taken in as a „Chihuhua x pup”! or
was his owners taken in? Roco is the Patterdale with a
slight nervous streak which he has learned to control.
Since he has been with us and ESPECIALLY in foster
Roco has grown in confidence. No for children unless
owners are well versed is managing their kids around a
tenacious Patterdale it‟s not easy. Roco is enjoying
letting his fur down, meeting and greeting. Now
messages with his sweet little gnashers on show when
he needs his space. Thriller
Mika 9 years old. A Patterdale owner would understand
how to manage him and would reap the desserts he is
the “bees knees” in terriers. Needs a stress free life
which is active, engaging and demanding. Mika has a
job to do and is on the case with anything that moves.
Mika has been in Rescue since he got out of the
backgate and jumped up at a postman, both danced
which prompted Mika to bite. Mika needs a muzzle
when on his walk because he can deflect onto his
walker and need a muzzle in the vets. Mika associates
his muzzle with adventures. 200% terrier LOVE HIM!
Ralph 4 yrs old and a worried little Jack. Ralph wants
to love but gets lost in his mental concerns. Careful
management: We can‟t take his collar or harness off
without very experienced terrier people handling him
so he can‟t bite. Not for children. Apparently used to
be a carefree boy „til a kennel spell and returned
anxious of his world. His concerns are real to him.
Meeting known people, he can forget himself and give
a huge “smiley paws on your knees” greeting. Ralph is
now in his own quiet room yes he can give passing
dogs „what for‟ but loves his own space, his walks and
housetrained. Worryguts sunbeam

Eddie 4 years old. Grew up with an 80yr lady in a
rarefied inclusive household. His owner died and he
moved in with her 2 co-habiting sisters but dog novice.
Eddie danced circles around them & ending up running
out of front door and terrierizing children queuing up
for school. Eddie has bitten twice when asleep on sofa
and suddenly movement. Terrier savvy person will
adore him and work with him and hopefully make sure
he remains safely controlled. Has grown to enjoy
walking with dogs. Enjoyed a day with a dog friendly
Staffie owned by one of his walkers. Steady Eddie
Hardy is 4 years old. Hardy is an apt name for him as
he has that air of self sufficiency when out and about.
He has been in foster and his fosterer has the measure
of him and more the truth Hardy has the measure of
him. Hardy has been settling around „high excitement‟
objects like off lead running dogs and traffic but still
tells the Buses off if he is close to the road on his walk.
Can bit has bitten but if you are terrier savvy you can
work in with Hardy. Hardy is intelligent as Jacks so are
and will light up your life. Bright Spark!
Basil around 11 years old and an Cockney lad. We
don‟t know what Basil‟s past offered to him but he has
nipped when concerned, but has built deep trust
bonds. Needs a quiet life where his owner can indulge
him, respect his space and have great times and great
walks. He enjoys weekend foster breaks with boat trips
the latest adage. As always we have to have a great
deal of care homing a terrier who could bite but
maintain Basil once settled trusts. No children and no
visiting dogs. On Yumove for his joints Sir Sniffalot
Buddie is around 3 years old and an Irish boy. Buddie
need special care around dealing with his collar and
harness and providing that is an UNDERSTANDING
Buddie is your friend. Another long stay terrier who
has his terrier champions enjoying holidays and loves
his social walks. Easy around dogs and could poss.
settle with another dog. BUT with his shakey bite
inhibition could be a factor should he get in a tizz. No
children and an savvy owner who can tolerate an
occasion mishaps Prince Charming
Red & Cola 7 years old and Patterdales to their paw
tips. Lively, great fun and lots of mischief. They have
lived in an urban setting well but needed muzzles due
to off lead dogs flying over. Needs a family who have
managed 2 terriers before as at times its can seem
Red is killing Cola…as she has an inbuilt alarm, a
precursor to „Don‟t even think about it! Not for visiting
dogs or young children. Cola on meds for epilepsy.
Their needs should be central as 2 patterdales is a
fulltime quest. 2 peas in a pod.

Benji 2 years old. He grew up in a busy family which
overwhelmed him and he came out a nervous boy.
Once he gets over his nerves you are a friend for life.
Same with dogs can be sparky on first encounter but
soon settles and befriends. His future owners have
nerves of steel to guide him through and let his
„nonsense‟ pass over them as they remind him “what a
clever boy you are”. Best not for children or cats. May
pair with another‟ dog if they unaffected by his nerves
Baby!
Marvin is 6. Purchased a Pattie pup on looks; had high
expectations to rub along with tormenting children.
Came out of his original home with a muzzle which he
wore around the children. A terrier novice couple took
him in, put a lot in but Marvin was always a few steps
ahead and let himself down when grabbed going at the
front door or when disturbed by raised voices. Marvin
is sweet and loving. Patterdales need you to be ever
aware of their responses to intrusion and disturbance
to ensure their tempo doesn‟t become temper. Never
take it personally from a terrier!
Tigga 1 year old. Sold in Scotland via a free ad, not
chipped; not neutered; no history; no vac.card; and
ofcourse no backup. Into a well meaning non terrier
couple hooked on looks. Tigga came out 72 hours
later; we organised transport to bring him to safety
and prep. him. He failed 1st home with us as we were
convinced a great family would rise to a Patterdale,
sadly Tigga ran rings around them, dancing on their
table tops! Now a good weight; we house him outside
the kennel block that drove him crazy and he is finding
himself. WizzKid
Rosie is just 3 years old and having a splashing time in
Rescue. She is a springer x Terrier x Staffie and we
have to say she has all the best of each breed in her.
BUT she is high energy when on the move and can get
over zealous with tennis balls and need her humans to
be a few steps ahead of her to distract, exchange and
if all else fails use her olbus oil under her noseshe
drops it everytime! If you‟re looking for a quiet life
think again. If a dog is your life; is your entertainment
system and joy, then your life may turn up Rosie!
Barky meeting dogs but have faith she does settle.
Playful and she does have downtime honest. Rosebud
Zippy 16.6.16 how is that for a date of birth. He should
be called Sweet sixteen. Zippy is everything Patterdale
the active wired mind; keen alertness towards
anything that moves and instinctive in responses.
Ziggy has bitten as younger, he didn‟t show bite
inhibition. He has grown up now and on the hole
places more think time into his response and perhaps
isn‟t as on edge. He wears a muzzle as he has
deflected on to his walkers when excited by „activity
out in the field‟. Ziggy has proved given love, give time
and given forgiveness Zippy wins through. Zipwire

Fudge is 10 and has been let down by her owner who
as wouldn‟t do a 15 min bus journey to the PDSA to
get her skin regularly treated. Lived with puppies who
are now 5 and 6 yrs old. Lived with babies upwards
now older kids: And a Parrot. Owner had no faith in
her as obviously didn‟t appreciate she had a brilliant
terrier in her midst; in her mind untrustworthy dog.
“Didn‟t take to kids messing around with her food”
…sure bless her heart. Fudge is looking forwards. We
are treating her skin and it will need ongoing attention.
Her spirit wins her over to all people. Blossom
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